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PERFIN MACHINES 

Enclosed with this 'issue are two small pieces of card with a  
strike from two perfbrators owned by member Mike Bavin. Mike 
kindly donated sufficient for each member to receive a copy. ,  

The THB machine was bought from a stall in the Portobello Road  
and was thought by the stall holder to have come from the Burton on 
Trent area. A letter to the Company Secretary of Trumans elicited  
the fact that they still have a machine which produces a similar  
set of initials but with stops between the letters. The Secretary 
believes that Mike's machine is an earlier one of Trumans'  
originally purchased from Slopers.  

The S machine was purchased in Hitchin for £1.75 but its origin  
is unknown.  
MEMBER S WANTS 

Lincolnshire perfins, identifications and material wanted.  
Mike Bavin 2, Sollershot West, Letchworth, Herts.  

Required - a copy (pre 1950) of the Stock Exchange Year Book.  
For checking facts contained in the Full Name project - 
condition not important so long as usable.  

WHO KNOWS THE ANSWER 
Member Ralph Warnum 68, Victoria Avenue, Porthcawl, Glamorgan,  

CF36 3HE has a perfin on piece with identity but it is difficult  
to discern the number of holes in the second row of letters.  

Can anyone help? Perfin details and identity are:-  
B/&Co 15/???  5½mm   W.A. Baker & Company 

Wholesale Ironmonger, 
Newport, Mon. 

With reference to Alan Mackie's queries in the July/August issue, 
Frank Summers believes that the L&S perfin was used by a firm  
called LEIGH & SILLAVAN of Deansgate, Manchester.  
PERFIN PRICES 

Member P. Day gives details of two lots he purchased at auction  
earlier in the year, 

G.B. G.G. 217 K.E.VII ½d unmounted vertical mint pair both 
perforated Crown over B.T. East Anglian Stamp Auctions on 12th 
March. Realisation £3.40. 
G.B, perfins. S.G. 141 "M.S.&Co." S.G. 178 "P.& W.K." S.G.196 
"SUTTON/READING" and S.G. 201 "Crown over B.T." used on small  
piece and tied by London E.C. Hooded Circle dated Nov 12. 01. 
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